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Michael Organ, Woonona, N.S.W.
During my investigations into the life and times of
Robert Marsh Westmacott (aide-de-Camp to Governor
Bourke from 1832 to 1837; artist and settler in
Illawarra from 1837 to 1847), a somewhat mysterious
figure like so many of our early colonial artists,
I have encountered a number of variations of his
published collection of eighteen tinted lithographs
plus descriptive text, entitled Sketches in Australia.
The question arose: is the work a true 'book' or
merely a collection of lithographs?
The bibliographic details for this work are described
by Ferguson, 4955. However my studies have revealed
a number of important variations of his description.
The common form of Sketches (as described by Ferguson),
is of eighteen tinted lithographs plus descriptive
text, issued in three parts in stiff dun coloured
wrappers, each wrapper being identical, apart from
the insertion in ink of the numbers 'I', , 2' or '3'.
These wrappers have ornate, Australiana borders
composed of aboriginal implements plus native flora.
A variation on this cover was encountered in a copy
in the Mitchell Library collection. This wrapper
has no number possibly suggesting that it is a
single cover for the complete collection of lithographs
- and possesses plainer, more geometric borders than
the previous type.
The publication date of these works is not stated
on the wrappers. However within the descriptive
text accompanying lithograph No.1 (View of the North
Head of Port Jackson Harbour), Westmacott states
" .•. at this time, 1848 .... " and it is this date which




While the above notes outline simple variations of
Ferguson's bibliographic description, a copy of Sketches
in the collection of the Illawarra Historical Society
is markedly different in form from his description.
This copy has an original, green morocco binding,
plus gold lettering on the spine and cover. More
importantly, it contains a title-page in lieu of the
original wrappers. None of the copies in the Mitchell
or Dixson Libraries, or those described in various
antiquarian booksellers' catalogues, possesses, or
contains reference to this title-page.
The title-page refers to R.M. Westmacott with the
letters 'F.G.S.' and 'F.R.G.S.' (i.e. 'Fellow of the
Geological Society' and 'Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society') Since Westmacott did not become
a F.R.G.S. until April 1852, nor a F.G.S. until sometime
during 1852, this copy of Sketches must have been
produced after those dates.
I would suggest that Westmacott had the remaining
copies of his 1848 lithographs bound, with the newly
printed title-page, sometime after April 1852, and
the 1. H. S. copy is one of these. A similar copy is
also held by the library of the Royal Geographical
Society. I know however of no other copy in Australia
which also contains this title-page.
We have therefore three forms of R.M. Westmacott's
Sketches in Australia:
( 1 ) As described by Ferguson;






( 2 ) As described by Ferguson,
part, in a wrapper with
borders. (71848)
but issued in one
simple, geometric










A final variation encountered in the Dixson Library
collection (Q 84/88) and marked "J.W. Westmacott,
1849", is a beautiful copy of Sketches with the 18
tinted lithographs all hand-coloured. It is likely
that this is the form in which Westmacott had hoped
to present all of his copies of Sketches. Most likely,
monetary constraints prevented this work from being
carried out, for Westmacott had become insolvent
during the depression of the 1840' s during his time
in New South Wales.
By comparing the tinted lithographs with those which
were later hand-coloured, we can see how the different
tints used (in this case blue and cream) formed a
base for the later overlay of individual colour by
hand.
In the final, hand-coloured form,





Sendy, John. Melbourne's radical bookshops: history,
people, appreciation. Melbourne, International
Bookshop, 1983. 151pp. illus. paperbound. $6.95
Australian anarchists this year held a conference
in Melbourne to celebrate 100 years of anarchism
in Australia. That anarchists still remain active
in Australia - there are no less than two anarchist
bookshops in Sydney as well as some nine other radical
bookshops is an indication of our considerable
radical heritage. Then as now radicals have had
to rely largely on their own resources in production
and distribution of literature, a process fraught
in the past with no little danger when one remembers
the fate of J.A. Andrews, the anarchist theoretician,
printer and publisher, gaoled for three months in
1894 on the technicality of having issued a pamphlet
without an imprint!
